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Abstract: Violence in sport in different way penetrate into sport And it is as an anti-social phenomena .it's bad effect is Seen in high range in our social. Violence in sport makes bad a terrible happen. This matter relate to our current social system in universal .this issue make organization and institutes and social system involve together some part of their energy lose for controlling and sport Hooliganism one of main reasons of violence in sport is current situation in our society. Because person limitation in society person does them (violence) in sport places. So sport places are a place for showing group objection to society s chargers. Therefore preventing from violence (nonsupport activates) exist of low and order and Regulation are very necessary.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Emotional and unstable character:
These people have changing but unstable feelings and emotions, the slightest obstacle makes them show a critical reaction. Normally, they are cordial, friendly and relatively friendly with environment and are around in case of collision or accident with any unexpected phenomena, have despair and hopelessness, are depressed and anxious and their expressed reactions are instantaneous. When these people are in sports fields, they deal with the slightest movement, and no - justice, and ill judgments or lack of facilities to suit the dignity of individuals, react on human dignity and to encourage their favorite team or athlete develop immediate excitement and show in appropriate behavior.

2.1. Anti-social or, Psychopath character:
If for these people, the working and living conditions are going well, they are compatible with conditions and if the situation demands and becomes conflicting or be at odds, they act as the self-incompatibility. And antisocial personality Psychopath states of their shows, always aggressive scenarios, to become aggressive, so if the intensity of these states are required then psychotherapy and drug therapy should be applied.

Describing the character and his mental state understanding the delinquency can react according to the social behavior of these people and. Considering preventive measures should be sensitive to these individuals unable to do the right atmosphere for discharging or venting energy must be taken very carefully.

3.1. Global Theory of Violence in Sport
Violence in sports due to its complexity, either in positive or negative form, nowadays has intruded into the body of sport communities and has involved them as an antisocial phenomenon, leaving adverse consequences on the individual ,people with misdemeanor and on macro-level configuration the human society and has gone as far to be seen as where the methods and measures for prevention and criminal sanction against these acts have become an inevitable necessity in governments’ strategic policy. This has been considered in devising the regulations of criminal sports rights and the rights to exercise disciplinary control and reduction of crimes. Fan violence in sports has been seen for nearly a century in sports arena and has emerged as antisocial phenomenon in professional sports in particular and has entered a new era.

Some people believe this is caused by this type of birth and industrial communities coinciding with the economic crisis, unemployment, poverty, immigration in Europe and America after two devastating wars, i.e. first and Second World War. It is known that violent supporters of sports teams are from mostly poor and disadvantaged social class of society that are living in marginal urban areas and when they assemble into the sport are, their psychological complexes, economic problems, inferiority and humiliation caused by personality social and economic deprivation, and the negative mentality of these people makes them to protest injustice and inequality and consequently a form of collective violence appears. The most visible example of violent behavior can be seen among football fans that form a relatively organized type and today is seen in well-known countries with Hooliganism history. Hooligans with their prejudiced thoughts and opinions in can be seen in England, with Typhus’s in Italy, or matadors in Spain, or Samurai’s in Japan and Korea.

Razil (1993 - AD) believed, aggression is any behavior that causes damage to others. Thus, violence is now a global issue which has the sports
federations and governments, judiciary and security involved, and they are trying, with the appropriate strategies and actions, to reduce and prevent violence have it controlled by using all existing capacities.  

4.1 The effect of Labeling Theory in causing violence  

Violence has caused disruptive and bitter and unpleasant incidents in sports arenas and has become a major problem for the current global social system. Organizations, institutions and social systems of each country now spend part of their energy to control and inhibit Hooliganism.

Sometimes, due to the inappropriate action of the athlete or athletes, spectators, officials or judges or incorrect imprudence tournament organizers public discontent is caused. At the peak of the sensitivity in games and the stress caused by competition, the authorities, federations, tournament organizers enforcement police, military, police and security forces with the appropriate policies can succeed in dealing with disruptive audience or control and contain the crisis. The inexperience of sports’ executives, and security forces or dealing harshly with spectators and athletes will be followed by unwanted results.

Perhaps the person or persons due to the irrational reaction of the authorities may go towards criminal tendencies and resort to chaos and violence and the physical confrontation and bring the destruction of public property and beating against physical integrity of those attempted. So one of the world theories, Labeling Theory is that the existing relations between the offender and the phenomenon of crime causing and social behavior will have no result except bad reputation and disgrace, and the social reactions resulting from his performance in sports activities ranging from the individual athlete or spectator, or involved or responsible for sports affairs, would be to further encourage him towards criminal acts.

The Performance of security forces and the judiciary system, the disciplinary committee would make these UN intentional offenders to go further and deeper into violent activities and be expelled from society. The Penal system of the country should react against this type of antisocial behavior coupled with policy changes and the uptake not be accompanied by rejection.

Labeling theorists noted that people with low level crimes should not face arrests or be called to court. On the contrary, reaction to this type of crime should be based on the fundamental principle of non-intervention or of minimum intervention.

They also probably need to decriminalize certain acts by such as misdemeanor that are far away from the aggressiveness. This approach can work by decreasing the possibility of unnecessary stigma. Labeling perspectives every country should be act differently in regards to criminal acts couple their policy with kindly tolerance. Power of Labeling, stigma, has lasting effects the minds of people and the community, its consequences may cause improper functioning of the society.

Others, such as psychologists, social phenomenologist and ethnic psychologists follow this theory and this theory has strong interaction with the theory of perspective actions in sociology, especially criminal sociology.

Dangerous offense are those referred to as the crime punishable by more than six months imprisonment or its equivalent but less serious crime or offense with minor crimes as they are called, which included such crimes or administrative violations, leading to the disciplinary committee is departments and statutory bodies to handle such behavior drawn.

Federation or agencies are trying to avoid sending files to judiciary system and refrain to add to File Size of the judicial systems. The crimes are dividing into two groups: 1 - punishable with financial penalties, imprisonment or shorter prison term reform and education center 2 - This type of crimes are tired without a jury panel.

No missed meander crimes are the crimes that losses are tolerated by the offender himself and/or the person affected is not complaining. Crimes such as abortion, tramp, begging, undue consumption of alcohol and drugs, along with the possession of drugs illegally.

1.4.1. Lambert: The main causes of deviation are decreasing the importance of opposition, humiliation and community’s labeling. He considers the main difference between the two deviations in: 1 –Primary deviations. 2 - Secondary deviations.

Primary deviation followers see the benefits of low value in search of primary reasons which see deviation from the layers called psychology, social and cultural context. Psychological structure of individuals follow only the marginally conflicts.

Secondary deviance, deviant behavior seen that, by defending, attacking, or compliance with obvious and hidden problems that the community response to the initial diversion creates symbolic interaction effect Labeling theory is evident. So the stigmatization and labels, deviation practice, handling criminal behavior that may be by incorrect judgments should be avoided. Reaction to such violence should be with a liberal tolerance so that it will not be added to its severity and it can be controlled.

Arrests, people present in court, imprisonment, should be avoided as much as possible, because the person with violence and arrest and imprisonment, will meet the other prisoners and socialize with and
the shamefulness of the issue for him is destroyed and he is likely to commit far more dangerous crimes after leaving the prison.

5.1. The Theory of the effect of pressure on creating crisis

One theory that scientists and lawyers in different conditions have studied and evaluated is the pressure theory that has common grounds with the characteristic of philosophical, political, biological and psychological courses. Gary common crime they have caused social harm they know there No personal injuries. Followers of this theory believe that pressures and crises in the community stem from the community itself and it has nothing related to the internal characteristics of an individual. Two ideas are emanating from the pressure: a - The view idea based on the opportunity structure. b – The view that analyses the norms, values and characteristics caused by the subculture.

Social background pressures are divided into three periods: 1 - the mid-nineteenth century to early 2nd century 2- early 1920 shortly after the end of World War I to World War II 3 - After the Second World War of 1940 till now

Gradually a period was shaped during which violence found another form and as a social phenomenon or antisocial one drew the attention of human societies. This period witnessed the formation of new sociology and psychology in parallel with other sciences; it has a new approach to community, crime, offenders and shapes it.

Criminal behavior is the consequence of a kind of indifference in the structure of society values and therefore a reform in institutions and community structure is essential. Revolution caused the emergence of different sociology concepts. With the 1917 Russian Revolution and its lasting effects on global basis, class strife, armed conflict resulting from class conflict s inspired by Communist ideology, manifested. It was an alarming bell for government and industrial systems. This situation caused two physical critical transformation of the world. Europe and then other parts of the world plunged into a destructive war.

War, poverty, corruption and bankruptcy took over countries like Italy and other countries. Occurrence of labor movements, war and its effects from unemployment, poverty, prostitution, and a major crisis cast shadows over the world.

Economic life was threatened and a wave of immigration to countries like America, Canada, and Australia was formed. Sociologists in their study and research, studied two issues of unemployment and poverty, and some links between unemployment and crime were observed. Individual’s positions within the community and pressure from the crisis caused various crimes such as poverty, prostitution, violence.

After 1940, many countries were involved in war. Some countries like America due to being away from the war became a country with strong economic and social opportunity.

To declare that crime is essentially a social phenomenon, believes the offense should be looked into inside the community and followers of this theory believe that crime is a product of deviation of certain kind of social order, and any refusal to consider public community values and norms is a crime, which is caused by actions of society. It can be interpreted as such: chaos and violence that have occurred in sports fields has come from the social structure. The opinion of Thomas and Zemaniky says dejection and dis integration of the system, with special study on Indian immigrant’s life styles that have the same identity and national culture shows that these variables are dependent on different events.

6.1. Is culture compulsory or optional?

What the community imposes as rules and discipline is mandatory. Human being is born in and is a follower of society and the greatest social and cultural characteristics is the particular geographic point where the person is born. Culture is imposed upon him. For example, each individual in French, American, Persian, Russian and Ukrainian society is forced to speak the language and culture of the country he is born in, it becomes part of his nature. Culture is optional because he is never in agreement with the existing culture because humans have a choice and the power of individual decision to migrate into another society and adopt with its culture. Of course the concept and meaning of popular culture and socialization are different.

For example, a Japanese or Chinese in America or Britain can live several years in that country. His image and his dialect are foreign and the host culture is different. However, after several generations in that culture he has dissolved into the new culture. Now the question is what kind of conflicts arises between two cultures with what result?

Celine exactly refers to this conflict, because crime is a source of social deviations. He believes that all communities, have a large social groups that have their own analysis of it as a political and legal name of a nation in the language of sociology and live as a large social group in a specific geographic area with a specific culture and language are what a nation is known for. They live with common principles and national unity and can be identified from other nations. They have specific constitutional laws as mother laws.

Accordingly, “Satrvlnvrsy” believes that in this regard, the criminal behavior is an acquired and
learned phenomenon, i.e. the learning process occurs within a certain group formations, such as criminal behavior or based on experience and common approach among specific individuals in the class conflict between cultures will be reflected.

Scientists and geologists like Ahlen and Cohen have developed the theory of the well-known American sociologist Merton and believe that the subcultures formed among the working class is a result of contrast between this class and the middles class which is a kind of replacement system. Scientists like believe that David Evans and David Matza are of the opinion that young working-class members, neither alter nor reject the determining values and dominant cultural values of the society, but emphasize on specific underground values of working class those on the working class youth subculture underground.

Values such as risk taking, adventure, entertainment, recreation, are community values that form the conventional society.

Now it can be concluded that when these sub cultures is due to cultural conflicts and people with such sub cultures enter into larger cultural environment as a sports stadium where every emotion and stress reaches a peak they could spark unrest in the sports fields and if adequate measures are not taken by judiciary and security system is it would be added to the severity of violence. Birch Vznanyky has paid attention to the psychological aspect of crime and criminal act. But Emile Durkheim notes the social aspect of the crime and believes that a person aware and interested in other persons, is someone who, who adheres to values beyond selfish tendencies and puts his own behavior as an indicator that is selected by person himself is not depend to his own psychological.

7.1. The theory of culture and subcultures and their relationship with sports violence:

Culture and subculture are two issues that are directly related to the processed opportunity and the cultural process. Because the social circumstances people with different cultural perceptions, to have different social status.

Culture consists of a set of knowledge, ideas, beliefs, customs and habits of any society in which humans live. I.e. knowledge or knowledge of a society in its general sense is what is called culture.

Theorists draw special attention to two topics:

1 - Culture. 2- Subculture

The set of customs, practices and habits, communication and solidarity of people in a community living together, is called culture. I.e human lifestyle, economic and social relations and political exchanges by which they communicate or in other phrase, knowledge of a society in general can be named culture.

Herst Kuitch the Austrian describes culture as: 1- Culture is general but particular 2- the culture varies, but is fixed 3 - Culture is compulsory but optional

In explanation, culture is general, but is particular: Despite the distinction between humans and animals, association of people everywhere can be seen, we can get familiar with a culture, culture is general because each group and gatherings, from the smallest to the most complex, functions according to a set of rules invaluable for people so the rules of this culture, such as clan, group, clan, is particular and is different from another particular social group.

Is variable, but fixed: The culture is observed as fixed and apparent and is always changing, but very slowly and sometimes it is not perceptible in one generation and can be determined over time. The rate of cultural change depends on a variety of events are. Such as the Islamic Revolution in "1987" or the Presidential changes that occurred in Ukraine after which was called the velvet revolution gave its place to a new republic in 2010 in which His Excellency the president got his position.

On the other hand there are still some communities that live on most basic tribal living and have no history. Or if they have changed, it has been very small and subtle. It is culture and it is fixed such as tribal living in the Amazon, or Native Americans, which took about 200 years till they were urbanized.

8.1. Theory of the effect of different past defeats in increasing the violence and hooliganism:

Perhaps one of the causes of increased violence in the fields and sporting events is failure and the failures that occurs throughout the human life and causes the mental complexes and mental and physical disorders.

Happiness due to success and hate-induced failure will disrupt personal mental health and cause psychosis. Some people be in passive mode, dissociable, or become isolated and depressed, but some people rebel and become aggressive. These mental states, makes the human soul shake.

Failures in life create obstacles in the way of reaching the desired goal. Because sometimes for a man to achieve the goal he will encounter obstacles that cannot be removed.

Induced anxiety caused by failure to achieve the goal causes a person to act and behave in an unpleasant manner. This causes disruption in behavior and personality and irregular social anomaly is seen. For example, if the player due to the lack of observation of sports rules and regulations or because of unjust arbitration loses points or is dismissed from the match, it can cause resentment and he may react impulsively in a moment shall attempt to act in
a non-sport way or utter ugly words. Sometimes he engages in quarrels with the referee, opponent, or the administrators. This has been seen in critical matches repeatedly and it may happen with a wrong move at any time and place.

Therefore, in Sporting events, in which the sensitivity is high, the athletes or, officials and security services practitioners, judges or referees of the game, act with greater accuracy and monitor and judge the competitions more carefully. When reading the memories of athletes, they all describe discrepancies and errors, failures of their life and career and it is worthy of reflection and quite interesting. One of the most popular Iranian soccer players who has always stepped in for national honor and pride of our country in sports fields and has reached to the peak of honor due to his effort and persistence recalls that, in one of the Asian Games in which due to the pressure and stress to get the ball from the opponent he committed a faulty act by inflicting a tough un intentional tackle, that did not remain hidden from the eyes of the referee, the referee gave him a warning. This caused him to protest and attack the referee and the referee showed him the red card and he was expelled from the game and he was also forced to stay away from all games by the verdict of the Asian Disciplinary Committee although he was quite young.

He remembers this accident bitterly later on that, although he did make a comeback due to his effort and persistence after one year. He was transferred to the Middle East countries and then went to Germany to play in the famous club Bayer Munich and then joined the capital’s popular team, he always the remembers this bitter memory of his sporting life which makes him sad and depressed from time to time. Another bitter and unpleasant example is memories of the nineteenth World Cup 2010 in South Africa between the Nigerian national team and national team of Greece that occurred during a specially sensitivity game between the two national teams. One of the Nigerian players with a childish act caused by high stress, made a non-sport move and intentionally kicked and ran the foot of the opponent, the referee was present at the scene and immediately with the red card he was fined and expelled from the match.

Non-sport improper movement led Nigeria to lose the game with the result of 2-1, although it was ahead with a score of 1-0 one. This caused clashes and street riots in his country and the people were blamed for this failure and shame and humiliation in the race was the achievement for the people of his country and will be remembered forever as a bitter memory in his personal and social life and will remain in his mind and someday might reflect and erupt as a mental complex.

9.1. Theory of Instinctive tendencies in the increasing of violence:

Love of life is the first human instinct placed by God in the human ego and all the vital issues of human is based on this basis.

Development and formation of the universe and human life that first began on earth and is the basis of all the divine religions, starts with the creation of the first human beings called named Adam as the male symbol and Eve as a symbol of female.

Desire to know and awareness, seeking the truth and survival instincts in human nature was created.

Passionate human spirit to achieve excellence, prosperity and happiness, and the force of carnal desires instinct grew.

Superior efficiency instinct and sense of competition between humans has increased over time, this Superior efficiency is clearly visible today in the scientific, cultural and sport. So whenever the human spirit with vibrant life force, encounters various obstacles and barriers he had shown appropriate reactions. Sometimes this reaction is defensive and sometimes aggressive. Sometimes people with rebellious spirit are calm and quietly are in conflict with him. And with reason and logic treads on his path towards prosperity and happiness. Having a noble and rebellious spirit when combined with a body that is healthy and strong, then a powerful human being is manifested.

On the opposite side, the person who is deprived of mental and emotional health when he has to deal with obstacles in life His morale suffers and he becomes afflicted with depression, dissociable and isolated from human society. Some people in dealing with human and social problems become aggressive and in this state, they are far from a happy and blissful life. Human being is always on a quest to reach happiness and prosperity in life.

Prosperity includes: A- carnal desires, B – Power of judgment, C - Personal experiences

Carnal desires are sometimes inherited and are transferred to another. Regarding Power of Judgment it should be said that it is something that a person for acquires during his life in the social environment with his knowledge. In other words good and bad are acquired and caused by personal experiences in life making a person to distinguish right from wrong.

Recognizing the right way from the wrong one unhealthy people or people who have mental disorders do not have the power of making the right decisions. While healthy people deal with problems with dignity, a calm mood and logic. And they have dreams that fit in their abilities.
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A Persian proverb says a sound mind is in a healthy body. This type of person is kindhearted, smart and humanitarian and feels other people’s grief, his own. A strong and healthy man copes with failure and success. On the contrary people who are suffering from personality disorders have a particular reaction to failures and crisis. For example, academic failure and disappointment, family conflicts, a crime causing living environment, economical problems and unemployment, cultural and economic poverty crystallizers like a cancerous tumor in these people, and in case such individuals are present in sensitive sports competitions among audience, they tend to create inflammation, cause violence and hooliganism and attempt to instigate the chaos and conflict. And they stimulate others too! We witnessed these types of mentalities in the 2010 World Cup in sports stadiums. South African police and security services prevented three thousand British people who were disruptive and had a criminal history from entering the country. That was because British viewers are the worst most prejudiced viewers of all, while the French spectators are pacifism. It was an interesting coincidence that an Iranian reporter happened to be reporting in France at the same time as the France’s games, he went among the people to report and in one of these reports; a French man freed a rooster he had in his hands for his team’s success. Sometimes violence has special colors. In World Cup 2006 - Chinese people were prejudice fans of David Beckham the famous English soccer player. A world famous player with heavy, targeted and precise shoots. Chinese vendors were using his fame to sell their products. A drug company produced a condom called Beckham for the exact purpose and when it was released in China it became the bestsellers condom in China.

Dullard and Miller were the first ones to propose the displacement of aggression and failures. They believe that aggressive behaviors are always due to unhappiness. When a person comes face to face with a barrier in the way of reaching his goal his internal pronouns will push him towards aggression and chaos, so the riots and street clashes are a result of mental complexes that a inherits in his life time or adapts from its surrounding environment.

10.1. Solutions for prevention of violence in sports activities:

Perhaps one of the reasons that violence occurs, both physical and verbal kind in the sporting fields and stadiums are governing conditions of the society. Thus, the exercise environment is a good place to express objection to the present status of the country, and mental discharges and aggressive behaviors. Athletes, referees and especially the audience are sensitive to the movements of the referees, athletes and other onlookers and any ill-fitting movement and unconsidered behavior or incorrect judgments can provoke violence and disruptive calls. Inappropriate criticism and literature, media and press, one-sided analysis, raising the possibility of collusion in sensitive matches, the behind the curtains financial scandals and etc. leads to destruction of Sports figures and questioning the validity and status of the position of Sport and Physical Education. Therefore, it is suggested that the officials, sports administrators should be diligent in strengthening the status and credibility of sport and its social value and should strive to create a safe environment for all segments of the society and remove any doubt, hidden financial factors, and try to revive the moral values with hiring referees and people who have good reputation and credibility to support the formation of fair plays.

Exercise should have an appropriate space with necessary facilities, security along with preventive measures, correct planning and a safe environment for athletes, officials and spectators. This can largely reduce the hooliganism and violence in sports fields and sporting events. Using respectable and popular sports figures for each field in sports will decrease the sensitivity and aggression. As the world champion Tahiti the favorite wrestler in the country with a global reputation or Abdullah Movahed, Imam Ali, Habibi the world famous figures who mentioning their names and characteristics are very effective on the sports atmosphere. In Iran’s wrestling there are faces like Pouriaie Vali, Haj Mohammad Sadegh Bolour, Mohammad Mansour Barnegat and in Taekwondo field the gold medal holder Mr. Saei , or the world champion Hussein Rezazadeh the Heavyweight Weightlifting champion of Iran and the World and the top scorer Ali Daei world record holder are celebrities in history with global statistics which their presence at a sporting event can decrease the violence, there are a lot of sports figures in each country and federations are ought to invite them to sensitive sporting events to calm the stadium’s atmosphere.

2. Criminal Guarantee and Social factors in decreasing the violence:

Even the importance of sport in every country, the organizations, legal institutions and sports federations have a significant contribution in joy and vitality of society. Therefore, one of indicators of the progress of development of any society is their attention to sports. Because the exercise is very effective on physical health and strengthening the community’s mental and emotional health. People who turn to sports mainly are lively and joyful individuals. So today every country worldwide tries to bring their population with the appropriate mechanisms to sports.
Research findings show that the heart of the athletes, especially the left ventricle gets bigger as a result of exercise which improves the heart function. The mixed exercises (endurance training along with strength training) will decrease blood pressure and the brain function of older people who exercise is better than others that don’t.

So to guide individuals solutions should be thought, the exercise space and facilities should be prepared for sport competitions and along them special rules and regulations should be established for each of sports fields so people respect the society’s norms and resorting to illegal and unethical ways that will lead to abnormalities be prevented. In Islamic republic of Iran in editing the rules and regulations of the sports a special attention have been paid to the future of Islamic Republic in 20 years, and in the conference document, the following is included:

A - Privatization in sports in accordance with Article 44
B - Strategic management in sport organizations
C - Sports economics
D - Quality Management in Sport Organizations
E - Sports management innovation and development in the country
And - holding international sports events and conferences
G - Sport, Environment and Sustainable Development

Considering the growing trend around the country, sport’s federation should have criminal guarantee against violence and have psychological planning to prevent violence.

1.2. Security measures against hooliganism

All the officials and sports administrators’ affairs acknowledge that phenomenon of violence at the matches and sports fields are inevitable and involve a various sports federations in the international community. In researches done it has been determined that the abnormal attitude, and violent behaviors and physical and verbal aggressions by athletes or spectators has a social origin and varies in different human communities. Some of the violence in countries like England and Italy is due to religious classes, and violence in African countries, is due to ethnic and tribal long-standing animosity and revenge. Origin or social status, class, poverty, cultural deprivation, literacy and education is filled with social problems that with any spark will flare on the streets or in stadiums and sports fields. Security measures in sports fields like physical inspection of people who are going to watch the sporting events and proper dealing with the audience can reduce the incidence of violence and even prevent it. A sample of this type of violence can be seen in wrestling competitions in Dagestan of Russia, one dead and several were left injured. This was due to from the margins of the wrestling competition held between villages Grga and Lvtaysh Gayaknt. Spectators unhappy from the result began to conflict and fight with the opposing team and their fans. Police reported that in this collective involvement, about 1500 angry spectators were involved, one of the injured people was police Col. F. Bayard Tmyzkhan the office manager of the ministry of interior’s office in parliament. FIFA charged the Federation of Poland and Bosnia-Herzegovina to pay more than 50 thousand Swiss francs because of the riots, this kind of violence in such competitions and sports fields still continues. It’s up to security system to provide strategies to prevent violence and so that the peace and security of the tournaments and spectators is attained. Today, the exchange of athletes and communication in the sport caravan of men and women of different cultures has brought the hearts of many closer together. For example, the Golf Federation of Iran by allowing Iranian women to compete in global competitions held in Denmark on August, The presence of female Futsal to participate in the Asian Nation’s Cup held in Thailand, a logistic camp was held according to the request of Ukrainian coach of Football team of Iran. Therefore necessary condition for maintaining peace is having a plan and a purpose to prevent hooliganism in sports fields which should be on top of security measures priorities.

3. Finding the underlying reasons of increasing the hooliganism in sport

Human in his lifetime from the beginning of the creation till now has started his social life and in order to continue living and fulfilling his material and spiritual needs has been mingling with other social and cultural groups. And as the time went by the society got bigger and under a certain geographical boundaries, formed as government. Any of these governments for economic competition, social and cultural needs and their position in the group is defined by close relations with other countries. This great evolution of human along the continuous centuries made people in inside the country to do different economic, politic, social and cultural activities. As the time went by along other sports activities that were formed, every individual by gaining social and individual skills began to take part in different sports fields. Gradually governments had to devise laws and regulations to hold healthy
sports competitions and maintain their order and discipline. The spectators, coaches, officials and sports federations became united by these regulations. And our sports community was formed with different goals. Governments expanded the fields of physical education and sports science to maintain the health of their population, filling their spare time and creating a better living environment, decreasing the rate of social deviations and gaining vitality. Nowadays we witness the competitions in different sports fields in stadiums with a mass presence of athletes and sports fans. Along the sports competitions social deviations were formed and any of the athletes, spectators, coaches and officials in order to reach success sometimes found prejudice and ardent fans that don’t think about anything besides victory and in order to reach that they tend to violate laws and regulations and affect the norms of the society. This matter is maybe a result of economic, political, social and cultural problems that in sports fields that under the name of hooliganism, a destructive anti-social phenomenon which has gripped the sport and made concerns for governments. As it was mentioned before the word “hooliganism” was a term that first was used in the tight and dark stadiums of England and was formed by start of the violence in sports competitions and today has become a beautiful tale for children in Italy. The aggressive and violent behaviors in these countries are a result of their own special behavioral patterns and are different with other countries. Researchers and criminologists, psychologists and other scientists believe that the violent behavior and violent conflicts are a result of the social flow of a country, and accordingly every country has different roots in violence in sports. for example we recently witnessed that in African countries during the world cup 2010 a part of violent behaviors in stadiums were started by whistle of referees and the annoying noises of vuzula , which are formed from ancient tribal hostilities and in countries like England , Scotland and Ireland arose from social and economic bases that affects the sport occurrence. The wrong and strict reactions of forces of maintaining and controlling the order of community , the judiciary and security forces are sometimes have a negative impact on this matter. Definitely the type of urban life and class difference has an influence on this matter. Federations and governments proportional to their culture type should be concerned about finding the underlying causes of hooliganism and violence in sports in their country and avoid dissatisfactions.

**4. Role of current laws of the country against violence in sports:**

Sports rights in Iran are made from the two words the science of law and sport. Although a more attention has been made to social community but for the more understanding of legal and sports concepts seems necessary , the role of laws have always been a key word in any country and have been considered as one of the indicators of the global systems. Researchers, lawyers, criminologists and psychologists have been reviewing the rate of crimes in sports and the part of law in maintaining the safety and conflict with hooliganism. in the constitution of Iran only in the 3rd article by talking about the free mental and physical education for all at any age has been referred to this matter. From the beginning of the period of legislation in Iran , from the year 1304 to 1354 there wasn’t a civil law about sport accidents and judges only by using their own knowledge would venture to verdict . Although since the year 1352 the legislature tried to put an end to conflicts by writing the 42nd article of penal code. The accidents resulting from sports operations conditional not being the cause of the violation to the law linked to sports is not considered a crime. After the Islamic revolution of Iran in 1357 , the legislature gradually in the year 1362 by adding these regulations in case that they don’t conflict with religious principles approved the article 32nd.in the year 1370 by changing the article to the article of 59th it was officially approved and found a criminal aspect to it.

So it is necessary that the judiciary and legislature forces with more study try to devise special laws that in addition to elimination of crime in the society can help to the safety of the community as well.

**1.4-Role of the Security System in prevention of violence in sport**

The Community’s understanding from social, cultural, economic and political aspects and fixed and variable components for each country is very important. Researchers and sociologists like August Comte, Spinoza, Descartes, Emile Durkheim, Karl Marx and others by providing solutions and sociological point of views have tried to establish a knowledge about the nature of society and maintaining the security. The sociological look and the security look of each country’s safety system for security deployment and establishment of peace is worthy of hesitation. Security comes from the word “Secures” in Latin meaning "having apprehension and concern", so the meaning of the word security means getting rid of worry and anxiety, fear and feeling calm and confident, So basically in the security means is to remove the threat. Security comes before threats along with opportunities and is associated with having the two elements of threat and opportunity, security is fighting against dangers one hand and the other outcome is using the possibilities for enjoyment of social life and improving comfort conditions. Kenneth draws the society as a body that
different social forces are living in it within an agreed basis and harmony. Durkheim believes the society is larger than distinguished gathering of people with mechanical and organic relationship and correlation, people live around each other and obey rules and laws that keeps the society safe from threats and use the opportunities for growth and excellence at the community. Security devices with acting according laws and orders in creating security and defending and maintaining it and controlling of crime prevention try to comfort the country's domestic and foreign security. The crimes against national security, includes:

A- Crimes against national security without destruction and murder. B - Crimes against national security by committing murder and destruction in the material of 498 to 522 of Islamic Penal Code attention has been paid according to location, type of crime, conspiracy and internal security. So police and security force are responsible for establishing peace and prevent chaos in athletic fields. They must be in compliance with the security factors to prevent violence from increasing and the efforts on decreasing it be doubled. Clashes and unusual hurts the feelings and emotions of the athletes and spectators. Correct design and planning, inspection of the stadiums before sporting events, coordination and consultation with other officials of other sports field’s organizers and using the experiences of other countries in establishing security and comfort of citizens is important.

2.4. The role of situational prevention in sport operations

Nowadays, the occurrence of sport crimes in sports competitions, sports fields and in society seems inevitable, and this violence can happen in anywhere in the world community and suddenly become a humanitarian catastrophe, and when it is mixed with the immediate reaction of the community of the athletes, spectators and officials involved and associated federations the control and preventive measures to reduce the crimes becomes difficult and sometimes impossible. Therefore, with the education of the security forces and having proper planning, prevention and situational control and study on personal life, industrial, and social and the internal and external factors of the sport centers can lead these athletes, coaches, referees and spectators to the disciplinary committee where with the subject of disciplinary and administrative rulings can reduce the incidence of crime in sports, and decrease the amount of cases submitted to the judiciary so that the volume of crimes and legal cases in courts of justice can be lessened and a way to resolve problems in sport federations and disciplinary committees with a mild sentence for minor offenses such as cash fines or other methods like being deprived from attending the matches be implemented and a peaceful environment and relaxed atmosphere relaxed can be obtained.

5. Description of violence in the situational prevention of violence in sport activities

In describing the violence in sport this issue has always been risen that, with crime prevention and reduction of social problems in adolescents and young people the growing crime in the sport community can be avoided because it was thought that the social problems caused delinquency rate increase, The opposite view, sees the lack of the opportunity for criminals to commit criminal acts which is called the situational delinquency prevention.

Crimes always occur in society as general and in sports in particular in stadiums and the outside environments. Here are two hypotheses which come to mind as: a) criminals in place of the crime act and make reasonable decisions which in such case the criminal act can be prevented. This is based on situational prevention theory. b) To carry out certain operations to reduce the social causes of crime and criminal behavior. If we assume the above mentioned two theories, in description of the violence in the competitions and sports fields as a preventive measure it can be deduced that presence of the spectators in sport stadiums means that they intend to disrupt the social order and create chaos in sporting events environment. This speculation may seem somewhat reasonable, since few in the audience on each sensitive match lose their self-control due to injustice and discrimination and turn violent. All agree upon this point that the British are the world's worst audience. Thus, in any sensitive competition in any country in the world the country's security forces have a negative vision towards English onlookers and use more power and scrutiny to have them under control. For example in the World Cup tournament in South Africa, the country's security forces prevented 3000 British spectators from entering the stadium. But the issue is not absolute for all as many of these individuals participate in different competitions, but have no intention of evil and chaos. But the smallest movement or non-sport acts by athletes or early ill judgments by referees can cause excitement and angry and vulgar words and insults by them. Second assumption is that the officials in sports federations, institutions, judicial and security system with can prevent violation by specific legislation and preventive measures and also via environmental inspection and control of sports stadiums, reduce violence to some extent.

This view may be acceptable and has some effect on crime reduction, but this hypothesis is criticized because criminals do not commit crime in a particular location, and therefore moving them settlement of
them in certain places can somehow reduce the criminal activities as they cannot change the place and location of their living.

One of the preventive strategies, environmental design, was first suggested by Ms. Jane Jacob in the book titled Death and Life in Great American cities in 1960. The crime prevention by environmental design of was indicated by a criminologist in Florida, Jeffrey Ray C that suggested the resistant design of the space environment may be acceptable to some extent.

6. Immediate and proper solutions to prevent violence in sport

Research shows that no matter how much human being reach the peaks of scientific and social fields they are closer to complexity of sensitive industrial life. Level of Knowledge of human determines his mastery over environment, science and technology. New crime resulting from the social environment, despite the difference in color, skin, language, culture, religion, adds to the complexity of life. Therefore, the complexity of crimes over time in some parts casts a shadow over the life of people. So in order to control, reduce or even stop it in the living environment appropriate preventive measures should be applied so that peace and order in social life is governed.

Legal institutions, security agencies, sports federations can specially take effective steps in reducing crime in sports clubs and sports stadiums and use their power to hold sports events for attract more and more spectators and hosting fair plays to avoid the occurrence of any type of hooliganism or violence that happens on immediate emotions. According to terms of section 8 of Article 4 of the law of establishment of Police Act one of the tasks of this force is to prevent crimes, So children, teens and adults, should be given physical and mental conditions of special interest because these people have sensitive and nature and the behavior of the police can conduct a profound impact on their initial spirit that athletes have. Instant dealing with the criminal phenomenon coupled with calm advice and invites to remain calm; obeying the law without labeling and calling these young people juveniles makes grounds for the process of social crimes being repeated. Immediate reaction to the emotions and sports hooliganism if happens patiently and along proper management in sport causes the sports culture to improve and crimes will be decreased.

7. Social reactions against violence and hooliganism in Sports:

Basically any sports event, either in domestic or foreign land has a special sensitivity for each country and the sport community. Every time sporting events in Asia, Africa, Europe and Latin America and generally worldwide take place proportionate to the geographical point, the worldwide attention to that event is approached. For example, in a global car racing competition, the owners of industry of producing cars send their products to rally and flaunt their racing speed, capacity and technical abilities to their competitors and opponents to supply their products to the world. In such a special tournaments that are held worldwide, sometimes accidents because of carelessness of the driver or technical problems of the car or the track leads to unpleasant events that breaks people’s hearts. Sometimes non-compliance with the rules of the game causes the violence. In the Nineteenth series of world Championship of soccer, at the game between Argentina and Nigeria’s national team a laser light fell to ground, security and police officials responded immediately and reported that the person responsible is arrested and delivered to the security officials. The 37 year old African inventor of Voozoola apologized for all the disturbance that the plastic horns created and said I’m sorry that the teams were not allowed to succeed because of excessive noises of voozoolas but the world should respect our African’s way of life and the way we celebrate the 2010 soccer game. Soccer has caused us to become one although we are living in a country that speaks 11 different languages. He was named as the father of noise nightmare for inventing these plastic horns. These are samples that have caused violence and have been faced with social reaction against violence and hooliganism.
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